One perfect Day

Japan’s neon-clad capital city is home to more than 13 million people, packed into
an area less than a quarter the size of greater Melbourne. In spite of its density,
however, Tokyo is a pleasure to explore thanks to its distinctive neighbourhoods,
a fast and reliable transport system, and an orderly approach to public space.
Tokyo is constantly evolving, offering daily discoveries for visitors and locals alike.
Its mix of homespun and high-tech makes for delightful juxtapositions. Where
else can you buy fresh tofu from a traditional wooden shop house, then swipe
your travel card for a drink from a giant touch-screen vending machine at a train
station? From surreal fashion to quirky stationery, micropop-themed cafes
to rooftop izakaya dens, Tokyo is a destination that rewards repeated visits.

Take on Tokyo in a single
day of hip bars, funky galleries
and wide-open green spaces.
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07:00

Start the day with a walk or jog
around Yoyogi Park. Located a
minute’s walk from Harajuku, the
epicentre of Tokyo’s out-there
youth fashion and cosplay scene,
this serene, 54ha park offers up a
dose of nature smack-bang in the
middle of the city. After traversing
the 1.8km route, refresh with a green

Shibuya’s
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Fuglen cafe
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tea from one of the park’s many
vending machines and explore the
picturesque pond. During hanami,
or cherry blossom season, it’s a
popular picnic spot. While there,
soak up some Japanese history
with a visit to the Meiji Jingu Shrine,
located near the Harajuku train
station entrance to the park,
which is open from sunrise to
sunset (meijijingu.or.jp/english).

09:00

Cafe breakfasts in Tokyo can be hard
to find, with most cafes not opening
until 11am. Fuglen (The Bird) bucks the
trend by opening at 8am on weekdays
and 10am on weekends. A short walk
from Yoyogi Park, on Tomigaya,
Fuglen (fuglen.no/japanese) uses
Norwegian-roasted coffee beans
for its Aeropress coffee and attracts
a cool young clientele. Enjoy a smoked
salmon sandwich or pastry from
Katane bakery while taking in the
cafe’s retro-style decor, items of
which are available for purchase.

10:00

After breakfast, head for Tsutaya’s
T-Site, located in the super-hip
neighbourhood of Daikanyama
(17 Sarugakucho). More than
a bookshop, this creative hub sells
a wide range of local and imported
magazines, DVDs and stationery, as 
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well as Leica cameras and electric
bikes. Search for a favourite DVD
on one of the store-provided iPads,
which will then take you to the
correct aisle in high-tech style.

12:00

Lunch is enjoyed early in Tokyo,
so stop for a delicious panini lunch
set (including side dish and drink) at
Aoyama’s Pan To Espresso To. Lunch
should be followed by coffee at
nearby Omotesando Koffee, Tokyo’s
best caffeine stop (4-15-3 Jingumae).
Like all good things in Tokyo, it’s
almost impossible to find, as most
addresses don’t include a street
name unless they are on a major road.
Solution: enter the address in your
smartphone before venturing out,
or print out the map on the cafe’s
website. If you’re lucky enough to
snag a seat in the garden, stay a while.

If not, it’s a short stroll to Winged
Wheel (4-5-4 Jingumae), a boutique
stationery store that’s fast gaining
international recognition for its
beautiful letterpress notes, envelopes
and personalised stationery. Or visit
Opening Ceremony’s new flagship
store on Cat Street for out-there
fashion by Alexander Wang,
Christopher Kane and Rodarte.

14:00

Time for a cheeky afternoon drink.
Yoshitomo Nara A-Z Cafe was
designed by Graf, a design studio
that regularly collaborates with
famous Japanese micropop artist
Yoshitomo Nara. His works inside
include a studio-like room installation.
Enjoy a sweeping Tokyo view by the
window or sneak up to the rooftop
for an even better vista. Pull out
a letterpress card from Winged 
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Wheel and pen a letter to a loved one
while sipping a glass of home-made
sangria. English and Japanese menu.

15:00

Tokyo’s best commercial galleries
are conveniently clustered together
in one industrial building located
in Kiyosumi. Tomio Koyama Gallery
(tomiokoyamagallery.com/en) and
Taka Ishii Gallery (takaishiigallery.com/
en) represent high-profile names such
as Yoshitomo Nara, Shintaro Miyake
and Hiroshi Sugito. The Museum of
Contemporary Art Tokyo (mot-artmuseum.jp/eng) is in the same area
– The Power Of Manga, featuring
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works by Osamu Tezuka (who created
Astro Boy) and Shotaro Ishinomori,
runs until September 8. Afterwards,
stroll on the stone steps just above
water level at Kiyosumi Garden.

18:00

Shibuya’s streets and labyrinthine
back alleys are a major drawcard
for those looking to soak up Tokyo’s
unique fashion culture. Start at
the giant Hachiko crossing outside
Shibuya train station before heading
to the 11th sky lobby floor of the
recently opened Hikarie building (2-21
Shibuya, hikarie.jp) and working your
way down past numerous fashion
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boutiques, cosmetics stores and
restaurants. Stroll to nearby Parco 1
department store (15-1 Udagawacho),
which carries high-end labels such
as Comme des Garçons and Tsumori
Chisato. In the basement, Parco Book
Factory has a wide range of English
books and magazines. For an
unbeatably surreal Japanese
department-store experience,
Tokyu Hands (12-18 Udagawacho)
sells everything from miniature
furniture to giant rubber insects.

20:00

Enjoy a traditional Japanese izakaya
dinner at Shibuya’s Izakaya En. Book 
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Tokyo Life

Ian Luna, Lauren Gould, Tom Mes,
Jasper Sharp, Yoshida Mika & David
Imber (Rizzoli International)

An exploration of contemporary
art, architecture, design, fashion,
photography and film in Tokyo,
from Ando Tadao to Takashi
Murakami.

1Q84

Haruki Murakami (Random House)

Set in Tokyo, this (2009) novel
from Japan’s most popular
author explores the concept
of parallel worlds.

in advance for a table near the
enclosed rooftop garden. Start with
assorted sashimi then move onto one
of the many yuba, or tofu skin, dishes
– the yuba cheese age (pronounced
“arg-eh”) is splendid. Also worth
sampling is tai no donabe, or fish rice,
served in an earthenware pot. And
to drink? Order umeshu (plum wine)
on the rocks or with a dash of soda.
English menu (izakaya-en.com).

23:00
Tokyo By Tokyo
Dan Ushikubo (Claska)

From Claska, one of Tokyo’s
hippest hotels, this handbag-sized
guide includes “three ideas for the
perfect urban picnic” and “where
to find real art on the street”.
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Finish the day off in true Tokyo style
with a nightcap in a tiny six-seater
bar in Shibuya’s “drink alley”. Located
just beside the train tracks at Shibuya
station, it’s crammed with tiny
independent bars that come alive
once the sun goes down. Order a
draught beer or your favourite
cocktail and listen to the trains.  
For airfares and holiday
packages to Japan call Qantas
Holidays on 1300 735 542 or visit
qantas.com/holidaysaustralianway

